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Abstract

Let (Bo, no) be a Ioeal singularity corresponding to a point of the Hilbert
scheme (with respect to some formal embedding), which is Cohen-Macaulay.
Then the Lech inequality eo(R) ::; eo(S) for the versal deformation
(R, M) -4 (S, N) of Br; implies already the analogous inequality eo(A) :5 eo(B)
for every deformation (A, m) -4 (B, n) of Bo.

This research was carried out during a stay at Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik
at Bonn. The financial support and hospitality of this institute are greatfully acknowl
edged by tbe author. Personally he would like to thank B. Herzog (Stockholm) for tbe
introduction to that kind of problems.

Introduction

In 1959 C. Lecb {Le 59] stated the problem whether the multiplicities of Ioeal rings
(A, m) and (B, n) being base, respectively total space, of adeformation
(A, m) -t (B, n) of a Ioeal ring Bo = BlrnB satisfy the inequality

eo(A) ~ eo(E). (1)

Note that the only condition on such a homomorphism to be adeformation is its
flatness.

A generalization of this is the analogous inequality

(2)

between sum transforms of the Hilbert series (d denotes the dimension of the fiber
Ba). Here a sum transform is defined by

II~ := (1 - T)-i . H~,

where H~ is the uaual Hilbert series

00

~ := L dimA/m rn1/m1+1
• Tl.

1=0
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The inequality between two formal power series 1/ = L: 1/(1)· Tl and H' = L: H'( I). Tl
1=0 1=0

is always to be understood in its total sense, i.e. H(I) ~ H'(I) for allI.
In 1970 H. Hironaka [Hi 70] asked whether inequality (2) is always true with i = 1,

since that would simplify his proof of the existence of aresolution of singularities in
characteristic zero [Hi 64].

Unfortunately, this paper does not deal witb that problem, but only with the
inequality (1) between the multiplicities. But also this inequality ia established in very
few cases, ooly. The most interesting result in that direction is due to Lech hirnself.
It says that

BI< H I
A - B

in the case, that the special fiber Bo is a zero dimensional eomplete interseetion [Le 64].
B. Herzog generalized this to the situation that Bo eorresponds to a regular point
[Bo] of the Hilbert scheme [He 90]. This includes all complete intersections and all
singularities with embedding dimension less than 3 [Fo]. A further generalization, the
inequality eo(A) ~ eo(B) in the ease that [Ba] has regular reduetion and is Cohen-
Maeaulay itself, is given in [J 92]. .

On the other hand, Larfeldt and Lech [LL] showed that the general problem (1) of
Lech is equivalent to tbe following statement:

For every loeal ring A and every eoheight one prime P in A the inequality

(3)

is true.
This one, its immediate corollaries and the analogous inequalities for Hilbert series

are usually referred as Bennett's inequality. Note that these problems ean not be easy,
sinee they generalize, at least in the Hilbert series version

Serre's result [Se], that the loealization of a regular loeal ring by a prime ideal is again
regular. They are solved in the ease A is exeellent ([Be], [Si]).

We note, tbat there is also a eompletely different approach to the Leeh-Hironaka
problem. One ean eonsider singularities with tangentially Hat deformations only as in
[He 91]. A generalization of that may be found in the doetoral thesis of tbe author
[J 90].

In this paper we will follow the philosophy of [He 90] proving Leeh's inequality,
when Ba eorresponds to a mild singularity of the Hilbert scheIne. Coneretely, we
require, that the base of the formal versal deformation of Bo [SchI] is Cohen-Maeaulay
(and that the versal deformation fulfills Leeh's inequality). To say the truth, we also
give in Theorem 1.3 a more general condition, but that does not seem to be very easy.

We shall use the eonventions and notations of C0111n1utative algebra as in [Ma].
Further alilocal rings are assumed to be Noetherian. An A-algebra is a homomorphism
of the ring A into some ring, a homomorphism of A-algebras is a commutative triangle.
k will always denote a fixed ground field. Note that we use "loeal k-algebra" for
algebras k ---+ (A, m), where (A,1n) is loeal and k ---4 Alm is an isomorphism. By
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adeformation of a Ioeal k-algebra Bo we mean a Hat loeal homomorphism of loeal
k-algebras with special fiber Bo.

At some point we use the teehnieal eoneept of tangential flatness. A Ioeal homo
morphism f : (A, m) --Jo (B, n) of loeal rings such that the indueed homomorphism
gr(A) --+ gr(B) of the associated graded rings

00

gr(A) := EB m'/m'+
l

1=0

makes gr(B) into a flat gr(A) ·module is ealled tangentially flat. The fundamental
facts about tangential flatness may be found in [He 91J.

At the end of the introduetion the following principal remark: We eonsider only
deformations f : (A, m) --+ (B, n) of Ioeal k-algebras, where A and Bare equicharac
teristic and f is residually rational. Using Cohen's strueture theory one could really
generalize that, at least one ean replace "residually rational" by "residually separable".
We will omit the proof for that, sinee it does not seem to make sense to eonsider the
abstract situation, when almost nothing is known in the "geometrie case".

1 A condition on the versal deformation implying
Lech's inequality

1.1 This is the fundamental statement of this paper and implies ewerything what
follows. Note that it is a direet generalization of [He 90], Theorem 6.
Proposition. Let the commutative diagra7n

(R, M) ---t

1
(A,m) ~

(S,N)
1

(B,n)

of local rings and local homomo7"phisms be cart esian, i. e. B ~ A ~R S, and assume the
/ollowing conditions to be /ulfilled.

1. R contains a field and the homo'morphism R --+ A is residually rational (i. e.
induces an isomorphism 0/ the residue fields).

2. The special fiber 0/ R --+ S has 1nini7nal dimension, i. e.

dimS = dimR +dimS/MS

(e.g. R --+ S is flat).
S. There exists a system 0/ parameters {Xl, ... , X r } 0/ R such that

Then there is a natural number c (depending on S only) such that

}I~+r+l(n) :s; HB+I(n + c)

for all n (d:= dirn B /rnB). In particular}

eo(A) :s; eo(B).
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Proof. First we note that B/rnB = S ®R A ®A A/m = S ®R R/M = SIMS and
dimS/MS = d.

Now we can even specify the constant c, for which we will prove the assertion above:
c is the minimal natural number such that

H1(n + c) 2:: eo(S) . (1 - T)-{d+r+l)(n)

for all n.
The existence of such a c is the claim of Lemma 1.4 below. Note that dimS = d +r.

After these prelilninaries we start the essential part of thc proof with two reduction
steps.
First step. We may assume A to be an Artin loeal ring.

For proving
H~+r+l(n) ~ HB+1 (n + c)

for an arbitrarily given n the loeal rings A and B ean be replaeed by A/mn+c+1 and
B /mn+c+1B, respeetively.
Second step. We may assume, that the loeal rings B, Rand S are eomplete.

Replaee the loeal rings of the diagram above by their eompletions. Sinee A 0 N
is an n-primary ideal in B = A <&IR S, the eanonieal topology of B is that as a finite
S -module. Therefore

B" = (A 0R S)" = A 0R" S".

Note that Cohen's strueture theory ([~1a], Theorem 28.3 or (EGA IVo], §19) implies
now, that R contains its residue field R/M =: k.
Third step. The key step. We will prove that B = A 0 RS is a factor 0/ B' := A ®k S. .
In a very nlee way.

Note that B' is Noetherian as a finitely generated S-algebra. Let n' be a maximal
ideal in B'. Then (m) := m<&l S ~ n', since m is nilpotent, and n' /(m) is maximal in
B'/(m) = A 0k S/m 0 S ~ S. Therefore,

n' = m 0 S + A 0 N,

which shows B' to be loeal. Further we have

B ~ A0R S

~ A ®k R/(xt, ,xr ) 0R/{Xl, ... ,Xr ) R/Al ®R S

~ A®kR/(Xl' ,xr )0R R/M®RS,

where {x}, ... ,xr } is the system of parameters of R, required in assumption 3. Using
the eommutativity of the tensor produet, oue obtains, denoting R/(xt, ... ,xr ) by R

B ~ A ®k S ®R R®R R/M

rv A 0k S/(Xl' ... ,xr ) 0R R/M
~ B'/(xt, ... ,xr ) 0RR/M.
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Here a direct eomputation of the dimensions of B' and B'/(xt, ... xr ) shows that
{Xl, ... X r } is a subset of a system of parameters for B'. However we will not need
that.
Fourth step. Now we are in the position to comp/ete the prooj comparing the Hilbert
senes 0/ B' and its /aetors.

Let

Then by Lenuna 1.5
H o <BI

Ci - Citl

and by Lemma 1.6

Altogether we find
(11 )

By completeness we mayassurne the Ioeal k-algebra A to be k[[X]]/ J for some
finite set X of indeterminates and some ideal J in k[[X]]. The canonical imbedding
k~ S is trivially tangentially flat, hence so is

k[[X]J~ S[[XJ],

Therefore, by [He 91J, Remark (1.4.i), the induced homomorphism

A = k[[X]]jJ -+ S[[X]J/J . S[[XJJ ~ (k[[X]]jJ) C9k S = A C9k S = B'

is tangentially flat, too. Note that S[[X]JjJ . S[[X]] may be written a.s the tensor
product above, since the ring A is Artin. Now the reformulation of tangential ßatness
in terms of Hilbert series (see [He 91J, Theorem (1.2.iLe)) implies

Writing down that explicitly one sees

n+c
H1,(n + c) - L:: H~(j) . H1(n + c - j)

j=O
n

> L:: H~(j) . H1(n + c - j)
j=O

> eo(S)· H~ . (1 - T)-(d+r+l) (n)

- eo(S)· H1+ r+l (n)

by the construction of the constant c. Comparing that with (11) we get

But assumption 3 states just l(R) :::; eo(S). This yields
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for all n, being just the claim.

o

1.2 Remark. The following Theorem is, in some sense, the main result of this paper.
But the condition, we assurne the formal versal deformation of a singularity to satisfy,
does not seem to be very clear. In the next section we will show, that the Theorem can
be applied to interesting cases, for instance to singularities corresponding to a point
of the Hilbert scheme, which is Cohen-Macaulay.

1.3 Theorem. Let (Bo, no) be a loeal k-algebra. We assume that the formal versal
deformation

(R,Al)~ (B,n)

of its eompletion B~ satisfies the following eondition.
There exists a system of parameters {Xl, . .. ,Xr } of R such that

Then for every deformation
(A, m) ---7 (B, n)

of the loeal k-algebra Bo the Lech inequality

is t1'Ue.
Proof. We will prove the following better assertion.

There exists a natural number c (depending on B only) such that

for all n. Here d denotes the di1nension of Bo.
First step. We may assume the loeal k-algebras Ba, A and B to be complete.

Replace A and B by their eompletions. Then the indueed homomorphism
A" --t BA is agai TI flat and its fiber is B" / m ABA = B~. Of course, there is 00

effeet on the Hilbert series.
Second step. A ~ B is a base change of the formal versal deformation of Bo.

Sehlessinger [SchI] calls the morphism hR --t D Bo / k , induced by R --t S the
"pro-representable hull" of the deformation functor

D Ba I k : {Artin IDeal k- algebra.s (with residue field k)} ~ {Sets}

of Ba. By [SchI], Remark (2.4), the induced morphism

h~ = HOmlocal k-alg (R, .) --t D~oI k
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between the eanonieal prolongations to

{eomplete (Noetherian) Ioeal k~algebras (with residue field k)}

is ohjeetwise surjeetive.
Down the earth this means nothing hut the existenee of a eartesian diagram

S

!
---+ B.

R---+
1
A

So the claim eomes from the Proposition ahove.

o

1.4 Lemnla. Let S be a Ioeal 1-ing of dimension s. Then there exists a natural
number c sueh that

H1(n + c) 2: eo(S)· (1- T)-(.9+1) (n).

for all n.
Proof. The term on the right hand side is simply eo(S) . (n~.9), Le. a polynomial

of degree s with leading eoefficient ~ . eo(S). For n >- 0 we know that H1(n) is a
polynomial of the same type. So their differenee is of degree s - 1 and its leading
eoeffieient ean be majorized by that of H~(n + c) - H~(n) for c large enough. So we
get the inequality for all n, except finitely many.

If 8 2: 1, then H1(n) tends, monotonieally increasing, to infinity. For c >- 0 the
inequality becomes true also for the exceptional set ahove.

If s = 0, then S is Artin and H1(n) = eo(S) . (1 - T)-l (n) for all n ::?> O.

o

1.5 Lemma. Let (A, m) be a loeal ring and x E m be an element. Then

H~ ~ H~/XA'

Proof. This statement is elementary and easily proved by the reader. Alternatively,
see [Si], Theorem 1.

o

1.6 Lemnla. Let f : (A, m) ---+ (B, n) be a Ioeal h01nomorphism 0/ loeal rings and
assume A to be Artin. Then

H1 ~ f(A) . H10A A/m'

Praof. Note that this is an easy special ease of Theorem (1.2.i) of [He 91]. To give
a direct proof, it will be sufficient to show l(NI) ~ l(A) . l(NI ~A Alm) for every
A~module M. Hut this is clear, since l(M ®A Alm) = fLA(M) is the minimal number
of generators of Al.

o
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2 Applications

2.1 Remark. We will apply the results of the first section to three special situations,
each one is eontained in the next. Coneretely we eonsider the cases that the base of
the formal versal deformation of some singularity is

(a) regular,
(h) permissible in the sense of {J 92] (e.g. Cohen-Maeaulay with regular reduction)

and
(c) Cohen-Macaulay.

Note that the applieations (a) and (h) give results heing already known from {He 90]
and [J 92].

2.2 Corollary (Application (a)). Let (Bo, no) be a local k-algebra and assume the
base R 0/ the formal versal deformation R~ S of B~ to be regular. Then for every
deformation (A, m) ---.. (B, n) of the loeal k-algebra Bo the Lech inequality

is true.
Proof. Choose {Xb ... ,xr } to be a regular system of parameters for R. Then

and Theorem 1.3 above gives the assertion.

o

2.3 Remark. This is a result due to B. Herzog [He 90]. He ean even show the
inequality

H d+1 < H 1
A - B'

where d denotes the dimension of Bo• Note however that our proof is substancially
easier, sinee we did not use Bennett's inequality here.

2.4 Corollary (Application (h)). Let (Bo, no) be a loeal k-algebra and assume the
base R 0/ the formal versal deformation R ~ S 0/ Bt to be permissible, i. e. there
exists a system 0/ parameters {Xl, ... ,Xr } for R such that

for all minimal primes p in R. Then for every deformation (A, m) ~ (B, n) of the
loeal k-algebra Bo the Lech inequality

is true.
Praaf. Let P he a nlinimal prinle of S. Then R" ~ Sp witb p := P n R is Hat and
loeal, therefore l(14) ~ l(Sp). Further, S is complete, such that we have Bennett's
inequality (cL tbe introduction to the present paper)
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Using the assumption one obtains

and Theorem 1.3 can be applied.

o

2.5 Remark. This is the result of [J 92].

2.6 Proposition. (Application (c)) Assume the base field k to be infinite and let the
commutative diagram

(R,M) ~

!
(A,m) ~

(S,N)
!

(B,n)

oJ local k-algebras and local homomorphisms be cartesianJ i.e. B ~ A ®R SJ where

(R,M) ~ (S,N)

is flat.
Then, iJ R is Cohen-Macaulay, the inequality eo(R) ~ eo(S) implies already that

there exists a natural number c such that

H~+r+l(n) ~ HB+I(n + c)

JOT all n (d:= dirn B1mB, r := dirn R). In partieularJ

Remark. The same result is true over a finite base field, hut the author can prove
that only by reduction to the infinite case. Since that is completely another idea, we
will do it separately (Proposition 2.8).
Proof of the Proposition. To apply Proposition 1.1 we have to show that there
exists a system of parameters {Xl, ... ,Xr } for R such that

This is apart of the following Fact.

o

2.7 Fact. (a) Let (R, M) be a Ioeal ring. Then for every system oJ parameters
{xl, ... ,xr }oJR

(b) Assume the field R/M to be infinz·te. Then the Jollowing statements are equivalent:
(i) There exists a system 0/ pa1'ameters {XI, ... , x r } such that
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(ii) R is Cohen-Maeaulay.
Proof. (a) We have l(R/(XI' ... ,Xr )) ;::: e((Xll ... ,Xr )) by [Mal, Theorem 14.10 and
e((xll ... ,xr )) ~ e(M) = eo(R) by [Ma], Formula 14.4.
(h) "(i) ===? (ii)" By (a) we get neeessarily f(R/(XI, ... ,xr )) = e((xl, ... ,xr )), which
implies that R is Cohen-Macaulay by [Ma], Theorem 17.11. -
"(ii) ===} (i)" [Ma] , Theorem 14.14 shows that there exists a system of parameters
{Xb ... ,xr } for R such that e( (Xb ... ,xr )) = e(Al) = eo(R). (Recall R/M is infini tel)
On the other hand l(R/(Xl' ... ,xr )) = e((xll ... ,xr )) by [Ma], Theorem 17.11.

o

2.8 Now we release the restrietion to the base field to be infinite.
Proposition. Let the commutative diagram

(R,M) -+

!
(A,m) -+

(S,N)
!

(B,n)

0/ loeal k-algebras and loeal homomorphisms be eartesian, i.e. B ~ A0R S, and assume

(R, At) -+ (S, N)

to be /lat.
Then, i/ R is Cohen-Maeaulay, the inequality eo(R) ::; eo(S) implies already that

there exisls a natural number c such that

for all n (d:= dirn B /mB, r := dirn R). In particular,

eo(R) ::; eo(S).

Proof. In the case k is infinite this is Proposition 2.6. So assume k to be finite.
First note that we may assume A to be Artin. Take an infinite field extension ](/ k.

Then
R0k]( -+

!
A ®k]( -+

is again cartesian, since B0k]( = A0R(R0k]()0R0kKS0k]< = A0k]<0R0kK S0k]<.
Note that A' := A 0k I( is local with maximal ideal m 0k I< (since m is nilpotent)
and Artin. We claim that the commutative diagram of loeal J(-algebras and local
homomorphisms

R' .- (R t;?)k ]<)J.f(~K ~ (S 0k ]<)N0K - . s'
! !

A' .- A 0k J( -+ (B ®k I<)n0K - . B'

is also cartesian.
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Indeed,

A'®R'S' = (A'fSR0IcK R!)fSR'S' = AfSk](fSR0IcK(SfSk]()N0K --. (B®k]()n0K = B'

is simply a localization map and, on the other hand, A' ®R' S' is already local (with
maximal ideal m' @ S' + A' @ N', when one notes that m' is nilpotent). This implies

A' @R' S' = (B 0k ]()p

for some prime p ~ n fS]( and therefore even A' @R' S' = (B 0 k]()n0K, since the ideal
n ® ]( is maximal.

Now a general remark: For every local k-algebra (C,o) we have the equality

Hb = Hlc0IcK )oI8K' In fact

Hlc0IcK)00K(1l) = l((C/on+l ®k I()o0K)

- l(C/on+1 @k ]()

= l(C/on+1
)

= Hb(n),

where we used that C/on+l @k]( is local from the same reason a.s A @k K iso
Applying this to Rand S we get ea(R') ~ eo(S'). Further, R' is, of course, Cohen

Macaulay, such that we can use Proposition 2.6 (Application (c)) above. One obtains
H~tr+l(n) ~ H;,t1 (n + c). So using our remark for A and B we find

H~+r+l(n) ~ IIß+1(n + c),

being just what we had to prove.

o

2.9 Theorem. Let (Ba, na) be a IDeal k-algebra. We assume that the base R of the
formal versal deformation

(R,M) -t (S,N)

of B~ is Cohen-Macaulay.
Then the inequality

ea(R) ~ ea(S)

for the versal deformation implies ah'eady the Lech inequality

ea(A) ~ ea(B)

for every deformation (A,m) --. (B,n) ofthe loeal k-algebra BQ.
Proof. Repeating the proof of Theorem 1.3 ward for word we see, that it is sufficient
to show the existence of a natural number e such that H~+r+)(n) ~ Hß+1 (n + c) for
all n, where d and r denote the diInensions of Ba and R, respectively, that we may
assurne Ba, A and B to be complete and get a cartesian diagram

S
1

-t B.

R---+

1
A

So Proposition 2.8 above gives the assertion.

o
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